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Unless otherwise...



(c) http://www.educacao.sp.gov.br



People say the Internet is about 
disintermediation, but in fact an 

astonishing amount of our online activity 
is conducted via the five stackss: Amazon, 
Apple, Facebooks, Google, and Microsoft. 

https:/p/ptpechhchruncchhcchom/p20u16/p10u/p29u/pzuchash-bloochsstpachs-ac--atptpchoincs-oh-my/p



(c) http://tcrn.ch/2uejnZy



Today, more than half the nation’s primary — and 
secondary-school students — more than 30 million 
children — use Google education apps likse Gmail and Docs
Today [Chromebookss] account for more than half the 
mobile devices shipped to schools.
(Singer, 2017)



Search, Maps, Blogger, Youtube...



"The companies said they had not asksed users for 
specific permission to read their Gmail messages, 
because the practice was covered by their user 
agreements”



Who you talks to
How long
Where you are
Type of phone
Apps
...



“metadata absolutely tells you 
everything about somebody’s life. If you 

have enough metadata, you don’t 
really need content.”



App signature

“Even limiting our observation to the 500 
globally most frequent apps results in unique 
signatures for 99.67% of users” 
(Welkse, et. al. 2016)











Zero rating

Net neutrality

(c) http://blogs.ne10.uol.com.br/mundobit/2015/07/15/
facebooks-faz-encontro-no-recife-em-busca-de-parceiros-para-internet-org/





Facebook

“Specifically, when you share, post, or upload 
content that is covered by intellectual property 
rights (likse photos or videos) on or in connection 
with our Products, you grant us a non-exclusive, 
transferable, sub-licensable, royalty-free, and 
worldwide license to host, use, distribute, 
modify, run, copy, publicly perform or display, 
translate, and create derivative works of your 
content...”



Being ‘open’ does not automatically translate to 
neutrality, progressiveneess or a place free of 
political tensions.

(Amiel, Ewout, Vieira, Soares, no prelo) 
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"What human beings are and will become 
is decided in the shape of our tools no less 
than in the action of statesmen and 
political movements. The design of 
technology is thus an ontological decision 
fraught with political consequences. The 
exclusion of the vast majority from 
participation in this decision is profoundly 
undemocratic" (Feenberg)





Public institutions are intermediaries. 
They cannot outsource tech to a single 
business or chance.

Students, faculty and staff cannot be 
indoctrinated into software systems.
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